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Louis XV Period Cherry Wood Table With Marble Top 

1 450 EUR

Period : 18th century

Condition : Bon état

Material : Solid wood

Length : 50 cm

Width : 32 cm

Height : 77 cm

https://www.proantic.com/en/1285022-louis-xv-period-cherry-

wood-table-with-marble-top.html

Dealer

Antoine Claeys - Maison du XVème
antiquaire généraliste

Mobile : 06 85 53 27 42

24 grande Rue

Nogent l'Artaud 02 310

Description

Small snack table, flying table that can form a

bedside table or small living room table in solid

cherry wood from the Louis XV period.

it consists of a facade opening with two leaves

and including its original metal lock and latches.

the lock works and the key has been remade.

Opening the leaves provides plenty of storage

space. the top is made of white marble embedded

in the uprights and crosspieces.

there is a small restoration of 2 cm on the north

side of the marble on the facade visible in the

photos.

the embedded marble forms a cabaret tray with

the scalloped crosspieces overflowing on three

sides.

the facade is doubly curved.

the uprights end in curved Louis XV legs of



beautiful finesse and beautiful proportions right

to the end of the legs.

one side has a long, low drawer mounted with

dovetails, the bottom of which was changed in the

20th century.

the three sides are nicely worked with scalloped

crosspieces.

note the nice recess between the upper part with

leaves and the lower part comprising the base and

the drawer, it is a very aesthetic and elegant

detail. the keyholes are original.

 beautiful waxed patina in blond walnut color and

preventive treatment carried out with xylophene

in the workshop.

a delightful Louis XV period flying table, worked

and beautiful on each of its sides.

dimensions:

50 cm long by 32 cm wide and 77 cm at the

highest.

we deliver and ship all over the world, please

contact us for an accurate quote.


